Cross-validation-based kernel support selection for improved GRAPPA reconstruction.
The extended version of the generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisition (GRAPPA) technique incorporates multiple lines and multiple columns of measured k-space data to estimate missing data. For a given accelerated dataset, the selection of the measured data points for fitting a missing datum (i.e., the kernel support) that provides optimal reconstruction depends on coil array configuration, noise level in the acquired data, imaging configuration, and number and position of autocalibrating signal lines. In this work, cross-validation is used to select the kernel support that best balances the conflicting demands of fit accuracy and stability in GRAPPA reconstruction. The result is an optimized tradeoff between artifacts and noise. As demonstrated with experimental data, the method improves image reconstruction with GRAPPA. Because the method is simple and applied in postprocessing, it can be used with GRAPPA routinely.